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Abstract

Qualitative data is pivotal in system dynamics (SD) modelling, especially during model conceptualization. While various forms of data exist, the mental databases of stakeholders, accessible through interviews, are considered most crucial. Nevertheless, a structured and systematic interview and data analysis process is imperative. While most established methods for systematically analysing qualitative data rely on grounded theory approach, this study introduces an innovative coding technique. This method combines the principles of thematic analysis, saliency analysis (an extension of thematic analysis) framework, case study approach, and key features of existing coding methods. This proposed approach emphasizes (i) coding data across all stakeholder groups, (ii) determining causal relationships from stakeholders’ causal attributions and transforming these relationships into causal maps, and (iii) establishing and maintaining explicit links between causal maps and their data source through a data source reference table and
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software. To demonstrate the practical application of this coding approach, it was applied to a study focusing on the cost performance of road infrastructure projects in Nigeria, where 16 semi-structured interviews were analysed. The findings indicate that the formulated coding approach provided a comprehensive, rigorous, and well-documented framework for coding qualitative data. This facilitated the development of a data-driven conceptual model that captures the intricate interplay of key determinants leading to cost overruns in road infrastructure projects in Nigeria.
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Introduction
Qualitative data is crucial in system dynamics (SD) modelling efforts (Kim and Andersen, 2012). The significance of this data is profound. As highlighted by Forrester (1992) and Sterman (2000), a vast amount of the information needed SD model development is derived from both mental and written databases of stakeholders. Conversely, the numerical database provides only a small fraction of this data. Luna-Reyes and Andersen (2003) noted that qualitative data can be instrumental across all stages of the modelling process: conceptualisation, formulation, testing and implementation.

Interviewing stakeholders is one of the primary techniques for gathering qualitative data, especially for problem identification and model conceptualisation (DiCicco-Bloom and Crabtree, 2006; Eker and Zimmermann, 2016). As emphasized by Luna-Reyes and Andersen (2003), valuable insights about a problem can be obtained from stakeholders' mental databases. However, the manner in which these interviews are conducted varies. For instance, stakeholders might initially be presented with preliminary causal loop diagrams (CLDs), to set the stage for further discussion or to be used in a non-confirmatory manner. They could also be directly asked about causal relationships to aid in developing CLDs, or more importantly, to inform the conceptualisation of a model (Eker and Zimmermann, 2016). Among the available interview techniques, semi-structured interviews offer an opportunity to elicit rich qualitative data about the interviewees' mental models and underlying narratives, allowing them the freedom to elaborate on the topic of interest.

Before the studies of Eker and Zimmermann (2016), Kim and Andersen (2012), Turner, et al. (2013), and Yearworth and White (2013), numerous techniques were established for analysing qualitative data and extracting causal structures directly from data during the SD modelling conceptualisation phase (Kim and Andersen, 2012). Yet, a clear formal coding method that described and documented the systematic coding process—aimed at identifying causal structures from qualitative data to promote the generation of CLDs as a foundational step in SD modelling—was lacking (Eker and Zimmermann, 2016). The approaches adopted by Eker and Zimmermann (2016), Kim and Andersen (2012), and Turner, et al. (2013) were inspired by grounded theory and its associated data coding techniques, and also compatible with a particular research design considering some key elements of the research process. Their inclination towards the grounded theory approach emerged from its ability to develop a theory inductively, from qualitative data, through a well-structured process (Eker and Zimmermann, 2016). Moreover, these approaches have been systematically applied in diverse sectors, including Land use (Turner, et al., 2013), decision making in the UK housing sector (Eker and Zimmermann, 2016), and decision making in the United States financial sector (Kim and Andersen, 2012).

In this study, an alternative coding method was proposed, inspired by the principles of thematic analysis, saliency analysis (an extension of thematic analysis) framework and case study approach, and a synthesis of the core strengths of existing techniques, aiming to address their shortcomings. This newly devised
method emphasizes (i) coding data across all stakeholder groups, (ii) determining causal relationships from stakeholders' causal attributions and transforming these relationships into causal maps, and (iii) establishing and maintaining explicit links between causal maps and their data sources through a data source reference table and software. The application of this coding approach was then demonstrated in a study focusing on the cost performance of road infrastructure projects in Nigeria, where transcribed qualitative interview data were analysed to understand the primary determinants influencing poor cost performance.

Literature review

CASE STUDY: COST PERFORMANCE OF ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS IN NIGERIA

The construction industry, both globally and especially in the developing world, plays a crucial role in bolstering developmental and economic activities. In particular, roads contribute significantly to the gross domestic product (GDP) of Nigeria by harnessing diverse clusters of economic activities. Federal roads are the most preferred means of transportation in many emerging countries. In Nigeria, while they constitute only about 18% of the total national road network, they are responsible for the transportation of approximately 95% of all freight, vehicles, and people (Ogbu and Adindu, 2019). Road infrastructure construction remains one of the primary areas of construction investment in Nigeria. For example, about 229 Federal road projects, worth over ₦2.361 trillion, are currently ongoing across Nigeria (Federal Ministry of Works Nigeria, 2019). Despite the importance of roads and the significant financial commitment by the public sector, road projects in Nigeria are infamous for exceeding their planned cost and duration. Many of these projects, in all areas of the country, have experienced cost overruns ranging from 23.6% to about 199% (Federal Ministry of Works Nigeria, 2019).

REVIEW OF EXISTING CODING FRAMEWORKS

The purpose of the coding framework, and its structured process, is to identify themes and their causal relationships from qualitative data, and eventually transform the causal relations into a CLD, and relate the CLD directly to the data source (DS). The linkage between the CLD and the DS is considered a very important element of the coding process, and of the development of a conceptual model, because it allows for explicit, reflective, and rigorous transformation of data segments into causal links, and eventually a CLD (Eker and Zimmermann, 2016). According to Eker and Zimmermann (2016), a systematic and rigorous method for analysing qualitative data for a conceptual SD model helps to add rigour to the resultant model, by preserving linkages between the CLD and the DS, which is an important step for building confidence in a model. Eker and Zimmermann (2016) also advocated the use of CAQDAS to make the link between the CLD and the DS more transparent. However, one limitation of CAQDAS is that external reviewers cannot access the database, making it challenging to access the researchers' work. Accordingly, Kim and Andersen (2012) contended that there is a need to establish a link between the DS and the CLD, using a DS reference table to ensure transparency in the process.

Yearworth and White (2013), Kim and Andersen (2012), and Nguyen, Beeton and Halog (2015) stressed that the identification of a causal relationship should be grounded by a statement explicitly or implicitly showing the occurrence of a relationship between two codes/themes within the same paragraph in the DS. With this, you can easily see how the themes are potentially related by the paragraph context (Yearworth and White, 2013; Nguyen, Beeton and Halog, 2015). Furthermore, Eker and Zimmermann (2016) suggested that, as well as having a statement within a paragraph revealing a causal relationship, indicators such as “because”, “if”, “so as”, and “then” should be considered, in order to establish causal relationships amongst codes/themes within a segment of data, and also the researcher's understanding of an expressed causal relationship.
The use of coding to develop SD models was originally illustrated by Repenning and Sterman (2002). Later, a formal coding technique, centred on the grounded theory approach, was introduced to the academic community of system dynamists by Kim and Andersen (2012), and demonstrated the use of a systematic and rigorous process for the generation of CLDs based on qualitative textual data which is grounded in data. This technique has been methodically applied in numerous realms of studies, such as: land use (Turner, et al., 2013), decision making in the UK housing sector (Eker and Zimmermann, 2016), and environmental adaptation in industry (Nguyen, Beeton and Halog, 2015). However, the method advocated by Kim and Andersen (2012) was designed for coding and analysing synchronous data, which is based on shared context opinions from a group discussion. The coding approach is comprised of five main steps: (i) open coding for identification of themes from the data, (ii) identification of individual causal relationships, (iii) visualising the causal relationships in word and arrow diagrams, (iv) using axial coding to generalise and simplify the word and arrow diagrams, and (v) explicitly recording the links between the final CLD and the DS in a DS reference table. The technique helps in analysing the data systematically, and adds rigour by preserving the link between the CLD and the DS.

Later on, Turner, et al. (2013) modified the method of Kim and Andersen to overcome the long process of generating a causal model, and also to create an alternative design that would be compatible with other forms of data, e.g. asynchronous data. The method advocated by Turner, et al. (2013) was used to analyse asynchronous interview data, which is based on individual opinions. Turner, et al. (2013) combined steps (i) and (iv) of Kim and Andersen's approach, and derived aggregated causal relationships from various stakeholder groups (i.e., groups based on stakeholders' categorisation, instead of the individual causal relationships in Kim and Andersen's method), to shorten the process of identifying variables. Furthermore, the approach omits the step of creating a DS reference table (which explicitly records the link between the causal relationships and the data source, and forms an essential step in Kim and Andersen's method for building confidence in the model), contending that it is not critically important if the researcher is responsible for data collection (interviewer) and the coding process (coder), because he/she is in direct contact with the DS and can probe the interviewees' intent during the interview process, and thus reduce the risk of bias (Turner, Kim and Andersen, 2013).

Yearworth and White (2013) also introduced a method for developing CLDs using textual data. This method relies on the utilisation of computer aided qualitative data analysis (CAQDAS) software to maintain close links between the causal relationships and the DS. This approach also suggests establishing a causal relationship when two codes or themes coexist within the same paragraph of the DS.

Also, Eker and Zimmermann (2016) formulated a method of developing CLDs explicitly from qualitative textual data. The approach synthesised the key strengths of the three (3) coding approaches advocated by Kim and Andersen (2012), Yearworth and White (2013), and Turner, et al. (2013), which have previously been described. The method advocated by Eker and Zimmermann (2016) focused on: establishing a causal relationship from the preliminary stages of coding, creating a generalized and simplified CLD without recording individual relationships to reduce time consumption during the process, and maintaining links between the final CLD and the DS by using CAQDAS.

In conclusion, while the reviewed coding approaches (though limited) focused on principles of grounded theory, there is a discernible gap in evaluating other theory-building paradigms, notably case study approach supported by thematic analysis framework. This consideration becomes salient in contexts like construction management.
Research Methodology

In the methods section, the data collection method is outlined. Additionally, the alternative coding framework formulated and employed to analyse transcribed qualitative data is described, as illustrated in a study on the cost performance of road infrastructure projects in Nigeria.

DATA COLLECTION

The data collection process aligned with the approach used by Eker and Zimmermann (2016), as it leverages the diverse perspectives of stakeholders with a broad spectrum of experience and expertise in road development within Nigeria. This inclusive strategy enhances the information by capturing a comprehensive range of insights and reflections on the problem (Mahmud, Ogunlana and Hong (2020a); Mahmud, Ogunlana and Hong (2020b)). The qualitative data was collected using interviews. Specifically, qualitative data were collected through 16 semi-structured interviews with interdisciplinary stakeholders from the client, contractor, and consultant organisations involved in road infrastructure development in Nigeria, each having between 10 years and over 20 years of experience.

SAMPLING OF RESPONDENTS AND INTERVIEW PROCESS

The approach for selecting interview participants was influenced by similar technique adopted by Mahmud, Ogunlana and Hong (2020a) and Mahmud, Ogunlana and Hong (2020b). Interviewees were specifically chosen for their depth of experience and knowledge in the provision of road projects. The approach combined purposive sampling with a snowballing technique, aiming to access stakeholders that can provide the requisite information and ensuring diverse representation of stakeholders from different background. The purposive sampling method was preferred due to its ability to target stakeholders based on their specific expertise in road project development. However, some stakeholders were unreachable due to bureaucratic obstacles and other impediments (Mahmud, Ogunlana and Hong (2020a); Mahmud, Ogunlana and Hong (2020b)). To overcome this challenge, snowballing approach was adopted as a complementary strategy to contact inaccessible stakeholders through referrals from those in the client and contractor organisations as suggested by Datta, et al. (2023).

To collect data, semi-structured interviews were adopted. These interviews followed a structured protocol, aligned with best practices for conducting qualitative based research as outlined by (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009). This rigorous approach aimed to ensure the reliability and trustworthiness of the study’s findings (Sa’id, 2019). The interview protocol comprised of four main sections, exploring into: the nature of the prevailing problem, participants’ role within their organisations, their experiences in the realm of road infrastructure development, and their insights into the cost performance challenges facing road projects as detailed in Table 1. Participants were encouraged to shed light on the challenges facing road projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Interview question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee</td>
<td>What is your role in your organisation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation</td>
<td>What is the nature of your organisation and how successful is your organisation in delivery of road projects?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working experience</td>
<td>How long have you been involved in highway project development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost performance challenges</td>
<td>What are the challenges facing cost performance of road projects? Can you tell me based on your experience?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in Nigeria, drawing upon their firsthand experiences. Additional probing questions were formulated in response to their initial answer, facilitating the identification of codes, themes and determination of causal attributions. Each interview, lasting between 40 minutes to 1hr and 20 minutes, was audio recorded and subsequently transcribed, providing the foundational textual data for the overall analysis process.

Table 2 illustrates the distribution of participants across different organisations: 3 from the contractor organisation, 7 from the client organisation, and 6 from the consultant organisation. Each interview adhered to the same procedure and protocol, but additional probing was employed to gain clearer insights on relevant issues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/No</th>
<th>Type of Organisation</th>
<th>No of interviewees</th>
<th>Range of years of working experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Contractor</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>10-22 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Client</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>10-20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>10-19 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Formulated Coding framework**

The objective of the formulated coding method is to directly link the CLD to the DS. Such a connection is essential in the coding process, allowing the researcher to transform qualitative data extracts into causal links and subsequently into CLDs with clarity, reflectiveness and rigor. Furthermore, it helps readers to evaluate the work of the researcher by examining the CLD, the DS and the entire process and thus gain some insights into their mental processes and indeed the conceptual modelling process.

The developed coding approach is based on the coding framework proposed by Turner, et al. (2013), which is adaptable with asynchronous data. However, slight modifications were made to better align with its fundamental elements. Additionally, the coding approach integrates key aspects of coding frameworks proposed by Kim and Andersen (2012), Eker and Zimmermann (2016), and Yearworth and White (2013). For instance, a computer aided qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS), specifically Nvivo 12, was used to ensure that references between the final CLD and the original data sources were maintained, in line with the approaches of Eker and Zimmermann (2016), and Yearworth and White (2013). Furthermore, a DS reference table was also incorporated to strengthen the connection between the causal links, subsequent CLD and the DS, similar to the approach of Kim and Andersen (2012). To understand and elucidate the slight deviations and synthesis from the adopted coding approaches that formed the basis for the formulation of the new coding method, the framework advocated by Turner, Kim and Andersen (2013) and Eker and Zimmermann (2016) was adopted. This framework emphasizes six fundamental research design dimensions inessential when formulating an alternative coding approach. The modifications of the adopted coding approach (i.e., Turner, et al. (2013)) and the synthesis of other coding methods (i.e., Eker and Zimmermann (2016), Kim and Andersen (2012), and Yearworth and White (2013)), reflect the research design for the formulated coding framework, as presented in Table 3.

The first two dimensions focus on the characteristics of the stakeholder categories. In this study, communication was asynchronous as each stakeholder is interviewed independently, and multiple stakeholder groups, including clients, contractors, and consultants were represented. With these two dimensions, causal links were established, and CLDs were constructed from the collective interviews across all stakeholders and not from a specific group. This means that all interviews, regardless of the stakeholder groups, are considered in the coding process. Also, causal relationships were identified by assessing statements that reflects participants’ mental models expressing causal relations between two codes/themes.
within the same paragraph in a data item. The causal links derived from all the data items (individual interviews) were then merged to produce CLDs of different categories of determinants. These were subsequently integrated into a composite CLD illustrating the links between the various categories.

With regards to the two dimensions related to data collection, both the context setting, and data collection were conducted by the first author. The context was established through structured interview questions, allowing each interviewee the freedom to share their knowledge and insights on the problem context. Information relevant to the problem was extracted, while information beyond the scope of the study was discarded, based on steps (iii) and (iv) of the thematic analysis framework and elements of saliency analysis framework. Collecting the data by the first author facilitated a deeper understanding of the context.

As for the coder characteristics, the first author, who was also responsible for data collection analysed all the data. To minimize the risk of bias by a single coder and to ensure accurate data analysis, the second author reviewed the coding process. Moreover, the use of CAQDAS (i.e., Nvivo 12) allowed for clear referencing to the data sources and recording of the coders’ assumptions, enabling traceability of the coders’ interpretation of the data when required.

During the coding process, CAQDAS (Nvivo 12) was employed to code qualitative data from various sources (interview transcripts) into nodes (codes). Nvivo 12 facilitates the formation of relationships between different codes/themes and the linkage of these relationships to their data sources; thus, it records the causal relationships between different codes/themes and the codes/themes defining these relationships within the software’s database.

Unlike adopting the grounded theory approach (such as Eker and Zimmermann (2016), Kim and Andersen (2012) and Turner, et al. (2013)), the developed coding approach is grounded in the principles of thematic analysis, saliency analysis (an extension of thematic analysis), and case study approach (which is also oriented towards theory building) (Eisenhardt, 1989; Braun and Clarke, 2006), to analyse the transcribed interview data through the process of coding and retrieval of causal relationships explicitly from data. Thematic analysis, as advocated by Braun and Clarke (2006) relies on ‘coding’ of transcribed interview data and involves six main steps: (i) familiarising yourself with the data, (ii) generating the initial codes, (iii) searching for themes in the data, (iv) reviewing the themes, (v) defining and naming the themes, and (vi) producing a report (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Initially, codes are generated independently (in steps i and ii); later, in the second phase (i.e., steps iii-v of the coding process), related codes are organised into themes as patterns emerge (Rabinovich and Kacen, 2010). The case study approach, suitable for theory testing and theory development (Eisenhardt, 1989; Bryman, 2012), aligns with SD model conceptualisation (Ullah, 2012; Turner, et al., 2013; Mahmud, Ogunlana and Hong, 2020b).

Table 3. Research design dimensions for an alternative coding approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Research Design Dimension</th>
<th>Adopted Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group characteristics</td>
<td>Synchronous vs asynchronous communication</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One group vs many groups</td>
<td>Many groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td>Context set by the researcher vs. by participants</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>characteristics</td>
<td>Data collected by the researcher or not</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coder characteristics</td>
<td>One coder vs. many coders</td>
<td>One coder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coder engaged in data collection or not</td>
<td>Coder engaged in data collection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1: Turner, Kim and Andersen (2013); 2: Eker and Zimmermann (2016)
The formulated coding method incorporates steps i-v of thematic analysis. It begins with the identification of the problem and establishing the system boundary through the generation of codes, the categorisation of these codes into themes, further analysis of the data to identify the key themes and the causal statements that reflect the mental models of the stakeholders (steps i-iv), and defining and naming the themes, i.e., identifying the essence of what the theme is about and identifying and establishing any relationships between the various themes (step v).

Table 4 outlines the coding steps of the formulated coding process, reflecting the thematic analysis core steps. The process begins with coding individual data items from all stakeholder groups to define the problem and establish the system's boundary, generate codes and have a preliminary idea of the potential themes. In the second step, the codes generated are aggregated into refined themes, supported by relevant data extracts. Important themes are identified by considering both prevalence of occurrence and importance of information, using saliency analysis framework, to ensure that only information relevant to the problem is considered. In the third step, causal relationships are defined between themes/codes based on a causal statement between two codes/themes within the same paragraph originating from a stakeholder's mental model. This step also generates coding charts from the identified causal relationships. Nvivo 12 was used to define the relationships and maintain references to the data. The fourth step entails transforming the coding

Table 4. Summary of the Formulated Coding Approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of the Process</th>
<th>Main Tool</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identifying codes and discovering themes in the data</td>
<td>Steps i, ii, and iii of thematic analysis framework and CAQDAS</td>
<td>Raw text of individual transcript data</td>
<td>Definition of the problem and establishment of system boundary, generation of codes and preliminary idea of themes and corresponding codes and coded extracts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorizing and aggregating codes into refined themes from all interview data</td>
<td>Steps iv and v of thematic analysis framework, and CAQDAS</td>
<td>Preliminary idea of themes and corresponding codes and coded extracts</td>
<td>List and categories of themes and supporting data extracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying causal relationships between aggregated themes</td>
<td>Steps iv and v of thematic analysis framework, Causal links and CAQDAS</td>
<td>Categories of themes, further analysis of data extracts to identify causal relationships among the codes</td>
<td>Coding charts of each causal relationship, list of relationships with references to the data (coding dictionary) and causal relationships data extracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transforming the coding charts into CLDs</td>
<td>CLDs and vensim software</td>
<td>Coding charts</td>
<td>Individual CLDs and final CLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retaining links between CLDs and data source</td>
<td>CLDs, data source ID and reference ID codes, and coding dictionary</td>
<td>Final CLD and coding charts</td>
<td>Data source reference table and CAQDAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
charts into causal links, and subsequently into individual CLDs and a composite CLD. Finally, this step also creates a DS reference table to establish and maintain a link between the CLD and the DS.

Results

In this section, the formulated coding framework is applied to analyse data from 16 stakeholders involved in road projects development in Nigeria. This is to understand the intricacies of cost overrun risk determinants. The coding approach has been previously implemented in studies by Mahmud, Ogunlana and Hong (2020a) and Mahmud, Ogunlana and Hong (2020b).

IDENTIFYING CODES AND DISCOVERING THEMES IN THE DATA

This phase aligns with steps i, ii and iii of the thematic analysis framework introduced by Braun and Clarke (2006). It is instrumental in defining the problem and establishing the system's boundary. An essential part of this step is to ensure that implicit concepts within the data extracts are coded, encompassing the entire scope of the dataset. During this phase, interview data is meticulously coded to identify the information relevant to the problem. The identified codes represent both verbatim terms from the interview transcripts and inferred concepts grounded in literature, leading to a comprehensive range of codes. For instance, an excerpt such as: “You know the project has been on and off for quite a few times, it really affected the progress of the project because the client is committed to a lot of ongoing projects all over the country. This is something that is peculiar to almost all public sector financed projects” is coded as “Uncertainty in progress” denoting “Delay in progress of work”. Conversely, some statements do not disclose a concept with clear references, prompting the derivation of concepts/codes from the existing empirical literature. For instance, the excerpt: “The contractors often have to keep to their commitment with other indirect costs and when they returned to site after a while, things have changed, the client then have to agree to review the contract so as to accommodate the significant changes to the prices of materials, labour and even equipment spare parts. All these have to be factored into the reviewed contract” is coded as “reviewing contract terms” which indicate upward revision of project contract due to pricing, aligning with the theme “Variation”.

As the analysis unfolds, patterned relationship of the various codes or codes of similar status begin to emerge, giving the coder preliminary insights into the potential themes. This process is iterative, with codes being revisited and refined to distil the core information that will inform subsequent stages of analysis. In doing so, the researcher/coder develops a preliminary understanding of the causal connections expressed by participants, a crucial step for identifying causal relationship in later stages. The coding process is facilitated by CAQDAS tools such as Nvivo 12, which provides robust features to link coded extracts with their respective codes reliably. This capability ensures traceability from the raw data to the emergent analytical constructs.

CATEGORISING AND AGGREGATING CODES INTO REFINED THEMES FROM ALL INTERVIEW DATA

This stage aligns with steps iv and v of the thematic analysis framework introduced by Braun and Clarke (2006). It involves reviewing the codes generated in the initial step (step 1) to determine if they form a distinct theme. The codes and themes are organised hierarchically across three levels. The primary level, or parent node, represents the categories of the determinants of cost overrun such as the different determinant groups. The secondary level comprises child nodes that entails specific themes like “delay in payment to contractors”. The third level comprises sub-group of the child nodes which represents the coded information. In other words, the coded information referring to a concept such as “contractors financial challenges”, “inconsistent payment to contractors” and “untimely payment of completed works” are grouped to form a theme such as “delay in payment to contractors” (i.e., child nodes in secondary level).
as depicted in Figure 1. Moreover, the related child nodes such as “delay in payment to contractors”, “delay in progress of work” etc. are clustered to form parent nodes that categorize the types of determinants, like “project management related determinants. The coding tree is developed iteratively, as illustrated in Table 5. Additionally, the codes and data extracts are continually revised, leading to the creation of refined themes from the aggregated relevant coded information.

![Figure 1. Nvivo screen that shows hierarchical grouping of themes](image)

In the developed approach, saliency analysis framework advocated by Buetow (2010) was adopted to ensure that the analysis incorporates information that is both salient and frequent in the data. This aid in the identification of themes that are important and prevalent. For instance, statements (coded information) that highlighted the importance of a concept or issue such as “this is a major challenge”, “the main reason” and “this is a very big problem” are considered salient and highly important, regardless of their frequency of occurrence within the data. Consequently, codes that emerge frequently are noted as frequent. In contrast, themes that were not salient or prevalent were not considered for further analysis. An illustration of such emphasis on the theme “communities’ opposition to projects” is presented by the following statement: “One of the major challenges we are facing is the resistance from some communities. Some of the communities are not happy with the idea of providing some of the additional structures because they feel that their communities, properties and even their livelihood will be affected”.

**IDENTIFYING CAUSAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN AGGREGATED THEMES**

This phase aligns with steps iv and v of thematic analysis framework as outlined by Braun and Clarke (2006). It involves a detailed articulation of causal relationships from interviewees mental model, with the data undergoing thorough analysis to document any causal connections referenced within the DS. When determining a causal relationship between aggregated themes, a unit of analysis was considered- a distinct statement in the DS indicating a causal link between two codes, reflective of the participant’s mental model within the same paragraph. Such statements, usually providing insight into the system's behaviour, is not constrained by the category of the determinants but is identified based on clear causal attributions present.
To establish and document the causal relationships and their connection to the DS, CAQDAS, specifically NVivo 12 was used. This tool ensures that both the causal relationships and their associated data source references are preserved with the software. Such as organisation facilitates easy conversion of causal relationships to causal links and ultimately CLDs in the subsequent phase. Furthermore, NVivo 12 is crucial for validating the representation of participants’ mental models through these identified relationships.

During the coding process, the researcher/coder identified indicators within the data—terms like “because”, “then”, “if”, “so”, and “so as” - which suggest causality related to the system’s behaviour, complemented by the researcher/coder’s overall understanding of the causal relationships articulated by the participants. For instance, a statement with indicators that infer a causal relationship (between project duration and fluctuation in prices of materials, labour and equipment) is shown below. “Participant 05” represents interviewee number 5 from a contractor organisation, and “PDn-FPMLE” represents the causal relationship between “project duration and fluctuation in prices of materials, labour and equipment”.

“Whenever we have significant time lag which often happen on most of the projects, we usually experience a rise in the prices of the resources because of the accompanying extension of time of delivering the project” [Participant 05_Co: PDn-FPMLE].

Table 5. Coding tree for the theme “Delay in payment to contractors”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coded Theme</th>
<th>Coded data extracts example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project management related determinants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay in payment to contractors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial challenges of contractors</td>
<td>Mostly, payments to the contractors’ is always an issue in publicly funded infrastructure projects. You see contractors complete significant portion of the work, but the payment takes time to be settled. This is a very serious problem for the contractors because it impacts on their ability to pay their workers and meet their own financial obligations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent contractor payment</td>
<td>This payment issue is really affecting us as an organisation. You see, the public sector agency responsible for making these payments do not have a definitive period to pay us even if they have made all the valuations. Sometimes, it may take months for the payments to come to us which has made us as an organisation to struggle in meeting our needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untimely payment of completed works</td>
<td>We have been having problem of funding for some time now. Most of the time, the funding is not available and anytime there is no available funds to pay for the work that have been executed by the contractor, it affects the contractor’s performance too. So, you see, mostly we don’t pay them on time which is an issue to them and us because the contractor will not be able to perform their contractual obligations as required.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to recording causal relationships with Nvivo 12, coding charts were developed based on the established causal relationships after further data analysis. Each chart was assigned a Reference Identification Codes (RIC), denoting thematic categories and associated causal themes), along with Data Source Identification (DS ID) codes, correlating to the causal relationships of the themes. Additionally, each chart lists the relevant information to the respective interviewee(s). Using these charts, data was broken down into segments, each encapsulating a single causal relationship within the same paragraph, along with supporting data extracts. This process reinforces the validity and transparency of the coding process. An example of such chart, illustrating the relationship between “adverse weather and delay in progress of work” along with RIC and DS ID code, and the data extracts that support the causal relationship, is presented in Table 6. “Participant 08_Cl”, the eight (8) interviewee from a client organisation, is associated with a code “PM: -AW-DPW”, signifying the identified causal connection between “adverse weather and delay in progress of work” within the category of project management related determinants.

Table 6. Coding chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source ID: [Participant 08_Cl]</th>
<th>RIC: PM: -AW-DPW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main Statement: There is always an impact on the progress of work whenever the rainy season sets in because there is the need to halt site operation to allow for the wet surface to dry off.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal structure</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cause variable:</strong> Adverse weather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effect variable:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Relationship type:</strong> Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variable behaviour</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cause variable:</strong> Adverse weather</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Information Source: Comments observed from all the interviewees relevant to the causal relationship about the project management related determinants of cost overrun with indicators such as “then”, and the general understanding of a causal expression by the interviewee.*

*Themes: Adverse weather, Delay in progress of work*

**SUPPORTING DATA EXTRACT**

“The weather, even though in some regions like the south-west and south-south, slows the pace of work on site because, once it is raining particularly the kind of heavy downpour we experience when on site, there is no possible way we can lay the asphalt and in most cases this rain comes in heavily and can last for a day or more. That alone is a serious problem. It has significant impact on the project. Anytime it rains, then of course, we have to halt work at the site for that period even though, we projected and accommodated the likely impact of the rainy season earlier on” [Participant 08_Cl: AW-DPW].

**TRANSFORMING THE CODING CHARTS INTO CLDS**

This phase involves converting the coding charts from step 3 into visual representations of causal links and, eventually CLDs. It is important to recognize that CAQDAS tools like Nvivo 12 do not facilitate the visualization of these relationships. Therefore, we utilize system dynamics modelling software such as Vensim, for this purpose. The coding charts, which detail individual causal relationships from the data, are methodically transformed into causal links. These links are then connected to create CLDs that encapsulated insights into the system’s structure and behaviour. To achieve this, each causal relationship
defined in the coding charts is scrutinized individually to construct the individual causal links. These links, representing cause and effect relationships regardless of the determinant category, encapsulate the aggregated interpretations of the individual mental models regarding the determinants that influence cost overruns. For instance, Table 7 illustrates the conversion of coding charts into causal links that depict the relationship between “community opposition to projects and stakeholder involvement”.

Table 7. Transformation of coding charts into causal links (Community opposition to projects and stakeholder involvement)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causal Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community opposition to projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder involvement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, Figure 2 illustrates the resultant CLD, focusing on societal related determinants. It is noteworthy that the dotted line connections in the diagrams signify interactions across different categories of determinants.

![Figure 2. Transformation of causal links into CLD (societal related determinants)](image)

Subsequently, a composite CLD is created by merging all the cause-and-effect representations, to understand the overall determinants influencing cost overrun in road infrastructure projects in Nigeria, as illustrated in Figure 3. This integrated network of relationships produced six feedback loops: four reinforcing (positive) loops and two balancing (negative) loops.

For instance, Balancing Loop B1 demonstrates the dynamics between deficiency in financial source and alternative government funding. This loop act to counteract the effect of Reinforcing Loop R3, which suggests that funding issues associated will be significantly improved. Loop B1 captures how funding challenges, intensified by a combination of backlog of contractors’ outstanding liabilities and political interference, creates a demand for alternative government funding the budgetary allocation to improve project financing. The need becomes especially pertinent when the government are inclined to provide financial support. Consequently, the introduction of this alternative funding source tends to alleviate the financial constraints of projects, thereby effectively closing the loop.

RETAINING LINKS BETWEEN CLDS AND DATA SOURCE

This final phase involves linking the CLD, created in step 4, to the relevant data sources. To establish a strong connection between the CLD and the DS, a DS reference table was created. This table reinforce
the validity of the CLD by preventing any disconnection due to the data's transformation into causal links and, subsequently CLDs. This phase is supported by initially establishing relationships in NVivo 12 and associating them with the data sources, thereby maintaining consistent references. RICs are assigned to each data segment denoting a causal relationship, and DS ID codes are linked to the corresponding causal relations derived from the participants' mental models. Subsequently, a DS reference table is created with columns representing all causal relationships, paired with their corresponding DS ID codes and RICs. This arrangement allows for the cross-referencing of causal links with their DS ID codes and RICs.

Although, there is no single best practice for constructing this table, ensuring transparent and systematic linkages is essential. To trace the origins of a CLD segment back to the DS, one would start with, identifying the causal relationship and category of determinants. Then, by referring to the DS ID code, the original data segment from the participant’s contribution can be located. Such a DS reference table not only guides to the specific data extracts that contributed to the CLD but also proves invaluable for tracking the representation of particular data segments within the CLD. For instance, Table 8 illustrates a DS reference table that details the causal connection between “adverse weather” and “delay in progress of work”, along with the relevant RICs and DS ID codes.

Table 8. Data source reference table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause Variable</th>
<th>Relationship Type</th>
<th>Effect Variable</th>
<th>Data Source Identification Code</th>
<th>RIC (Reference Identification Code)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adverse weather</td>
<td>Increase/+</td>
<td>Delay in progress of work</td>
<td>[Participant 08_Cl]</td>
<td>PM: -AW-DPW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

This study presents an innovative coding approach for SD model conceptualisation, which integrates the principles and elements of established coding frameworks, thereby harnessing their strengths. This approach
anchors its coding process in the principles of thematic analysis, augmented by saliency analysis and case study approach to extract causal relationships explicitly from qualitative data and used CAQDAS and a DS reference table to ensure a transparent and strong linkage between the resultant CLD and original data sources. The framework was subsequently applied to analyse qualitative data from interviews with multidisciplinary stakeholders involved in road project development in Nigeria. This analysis facilitated the extraction of causal relationships, and thus develop a conceptual model capturing the intricate interplay of key determinants contributing to cost overrun in Nigerian road infrastructure projects.

The developed coding approach offers systematic, rigorous, and well-documented framework for coding qualitative data during model conceptualisation. It provides a transparent process by explicitly detailing how each data segment connects with the causal relationships and structures derived from it. This transparent connectivity between the DS and resultant CLD augments the credibility of the conceptual model, positioning it as a foundational step in the formal SD modelling process.

In the broader realm of knowledge contribution, the methodological rigor of the data analysis, utilizing the bespoke coding framework, offers a solid foundation for developing a credible theoretical model from qualitative data. This is achieved by a rigorous coding procedure that identifies causal attributions, and ultimately links the developed causal model directly to its originating data.

However, it is vital to acknowledge that this framework is specifically tailored for analysing qualitative data aimed at model conceptualisation. Future work will aim to extend its application to diverse sectors within Nigeria and internationally, applying the same coding framework to identify any parallels or disparities with this study's findings. Additionally, this research direction aims to encourage the use of alternative theory-building approaches within the construction management research domain.
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